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About This Content

Experience the next level of speed and power. The three most powerful and deadliest planes of SkyDrift are ready for take off.
You can swoop with the indomitable bird of prey that fits your style or the actual event:

Vanguard

Sparrow X1

Triwing Vintage

All three planes are immediately available for every single and multiplayer challenge in any game mode.
Rule the skies and be the best with the premium fighters built without compromise.
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Title: SkyDrift: Extreme Fighters Premium Airplane Pack
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Digital Reality
Publisher:
HandyGames
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: x86 or x64 bit versions of Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/Win7

Processor: AMD/Intel dual-core processor running at 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1GB for MS Windows XP and 1.5GB for MS Windows Vista/Win7

Hard Disk Space: 1GB

Video Card: ATI/nVidia graphic card with at least 128MB of dedicated VRAM and with at least DirectX 9.0c and Shader
Model 3.0 support. ATI Radeon HD 3600 series and NVIDIA Geforce 8600GT

DirectX®: 9.0c, June 2010 update

Sound: Integrated or dedicated DirectX 9 compatible soundcard.

English,French,German,Italian
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skydrift extreme fighters premium airplane pack

Excellent game, fun, fast, MP........not enough people play this game. I bought this expansion with the game on a sale a while
back and all I can say is that it makes the game a little easier. I personally prefer other planes but I know most of the better
players like the tri wing. it was definitely woth the pitttance I paid for it (less than half a dollar) but at full price the answer will
hinge on how much you like the game in the first place, as it doesn't add any traks or modes of any kind.. A very
recommendable DLC for the game. Not necessarily as a first purchase if it's unclear if you like the base game. This game is not
for everyone so a little caveat here...

However if you put some hours into the game then the plane selection you get from this DLC is worth it.

Note: Triwing Vintage is the most special plane in the game. Mastering it - especially for MP games is a bit of a challenge itself.
Sparrow and Vanguard are good additions and give you more choice for certain levels.. Good Game ... so fun and i love it
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